
UWMC Refuses Retroactive Wage Increases to 
January 8, the Date of Contract Ratification 
Last week UWMC informed WSNA that they were not prepared to use January 8, the date of 
your contract ratification, to start your 3% wage increases. What?!  

They state that because January 8 falls in the middle of a pay period, it would be a costly 
administrative headache to individually calculate the amount owed to each RN.  

WSNA says … That’s not our problem. And it’s not the nurses’ problem. You are owed 
retroactive wage increases effective January 8 and it is only fair to pay each RN what you 
each are owed. Remember that UWMC has already cost most of you money by not paying 
your wage increases retroactive to July 1.  

WSNA proposed that in order for UWMC to not have to calculate the amounts owed, they 
instead make the wage increases retroactive to the start of the pay period—January 1. UWMC 
rejected this idea, and suggested that if we pressed them to pay you what you are 
individually owed, they would fight this in litigation, and it may take months to be resolved.  

Needless to say, your WSNA nurse negotiation team is severely disappointed by this 
development.   

After much discussion, UWMC agreed to some monetary concession to make the nurses 
whole.  In lieu of the 3% wage increase from January 8-15, they agreed to increase the 
bonuses to $660 for RNs working more than 0.6 FTE and $330 for RNs working 0.6 FTE or 
less. This amount reflects an increase of ten percent over what was in your contract, and is an 
average amount that roughly compensates for that one week. Your wage increases will begin 
January 16. 

Many of you may be asking yourselves, “How can they not pay us what was agreed to and 
voted on in the new contract?” The not-so-simple answer is … Like any employer trying to 
minimize costs, they can try to get away with anything they want. They just do it. Or refuse to 
do it, in this case. Then, because you have a union, a contract, and rules that the employer 
has to follow, you have a means to fight when they do something like this. 

For any questions, contact WSNA Nurse Representative Ed Zercher at 206-575-7979, ext 
3022, or ezercher@wsna.org. 
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